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What is the secret of Soma, the legendary mystic drink of immortality, first lauded by India's
ancient Vedic seers? Is Soma a single plant, type of plants, a way of healing, a special
intoxicant, or an inner elixir produced by Yoga and meditation? Going back to the vision of the
Vedic seers, David Frawley reveals the secret of Soma for body, mind and spirit, with its
profound implications from diet and herbs to pranayama, mantra and meditation. His new
analysis of Soma, reflecting forty years of study of Vedic texts, is practical, comprehensive and
deeply insightful - so that you can bring the secret power of Soma into all aspects of your life and
consciousness, and for the world as a whole.
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Email:lotuspress@lotuspress.com 800.824.6396ForewordBy this praise unto thee, O Soma,
May we enter the secret caves of intuitive wisdoms; Do reveal unto us the luminosities that are
thine, The earthly ones and the heavenly ones. By this power and sacrament thine, Oh Soma,
May we wander freely in the secret contemplative revelations; Do kindle unto us the fires that are
thine, The earthly ones and the heavenly ones.1Soma is one of the key words in the ancient
traditions of India. It stands for all that is gentle, beautiful, delicate, and sweet of temperament. It



is also a synonym for the Moon. A person is complimented by calling him/her saumya, moon-
like. A saumya face, saumya mien is what one looks for in choosing a friend. When one looks at
a saumya person, it generates the kind delight, the feeling of soft light that looking at the moon
generates. This is a common idiom in all the languages of India.Soma is part of the eternal pair
of Agni-Soma. Agni is the fire element; Soma is the water element, moonlike. This pair is the
Vedic equivalent of the Taoist yin-yang principle, balancing of the female and the male, energizer
(female) and the energized (male). We read in Rigveda that this fire wears the ocean as a
robe:Agnim samudra-vāsasam...Rigveda VIII.102.6In the daily fire sacrament of the Vedic-Hindu
tradition, one of the offerings is made to this biune principle. The mantra for that offering is
simple:Agn ī-ṣomābhyām svāhā; Idam Agnī-ṣomābhyām, idam na mamaUnto Agni and Soma,
this sincere, truthful, beautiful offering.This is unto Agni and Soma; [I seek] nothing [in] this as
mine.2The purpose of this offering is to balance and unite within oneself what appear to be
opposites but are in truth complementary principles. This balancing and uniting reaches a point
where Soma is itself called Agni; moon that is water is called ‘immortal fire’ in the mantra:Abhi
vahnir amartyaḥ... Rigveda IX.9.6This very gentle feminine power is identified with the mind
as:Candramā manaso jātaḥ[Universal] mind is born from the moon... Rigveda X.90.13This moon
is the same that is “in the waters”:Candramā apsv antarā ...Rigveda I.105.1This mind of the
waters and the moon blows towards us eternal peace:Naḥ pavasva śam… Rigveda IX.11.3In
the mystic poetry of all spiritual traditions we hear about a state of divine inebriation. This wine is
drunk not from the mouth but in the heart.3 The wine of the Sufi mystic is well known. When
Omar Khayyam sings of the wine of dawn he extols the intoxication of enlightenment. In the
Vedic lore it is the Soma juice that plays the same part. “Dripping the intoxication, Soma resorts
in the divine feminine”4This is not the inebriation that renders a mind crazy, but the bliss that
makes us masters of the mind, the nectar that grants us spiritual immortality. “This Soma finds
the world, knows the world; it is the lord of the mind.”5 Thus it enters our minds free and we
discover and proclaim: “Mind itself is the lord of the mind.”6It is no longer an enslaved mind, for
Soma has rendered it free. Thus this Soma is the one that moves with the subtlest intuitive
wisdom, sends forth inspired speech, guards the Perennial Poem and with the same Perennial
Contemplation, races in diverse ways to the luminous heaven.7It is not intended here to
summarize all the 114 paeans to Soma sung in the ninth book of Rigveda, and many more
elsewhere. The above references are just to give a glimpse of how deep spiritual realizations are
sung of in the Vedic lore.Shri Vamadeva Shastri (Dr. David Frawley) has brought out the core
knowledge of Soma in the present volume. With his Dhī (intuitive wisdom and insight) and
manman (contemplation), he has revealed the manifold connections of Soma with centers of
consciousness and vitality, secrets of immortality, diet and herbs, Ayurvedic theory, Yoga
practices and meditation, with Vedic astrology, Vastu and many other profound regions of the
deeper knowledge not easily accessible today.The Vedic lore teaches us to see connections
everywhere in the expanse from the subtlest to the grossest, from the most minute to the most
all-pervasive. Just to look at the book’s Contents page awakens in us an awareness of the vast



scale of connections from the earth of our physical identities to the highest heavens of our inner
lights that Soma encompasses with beauty and grace. Dr. Frawley shows us in this wonderful
book his ability to see such wide and varied connections with Soma and also provide us with the
practical tools for working with them to transform our lives.With these myriad insights presented
by him, may we seek to enjoy an unending friendship and companionship with this immortal
nectar of the Moon-Soma:Indo sakhitvam uśmasi...Rigveda IX.66.14Swami Veda
BharatiMahamandaleshwar Swami Veda BharatiSwami Rama Sadhaka Grama, Rishikesh,
IndiaAuthor’s PrefaceToday as most of us are living longer, we must be concerned about the
quality of our lives. Longevity is not a simple matter of having more chronological years, but
should include physical, mental and spiritual well-being. It is not merely the quantity of our
lifespan that matters but the joy, freedom, love and awareness that we can experience along the
way.Curiously, in spite of a greater physical longevity overall today, we seem to be suffering from
more psychological malaise, depression, unhappiness, and sorrow. Greater longevity is certainly
possible but to really benefit us, it must be linked with life of greater meaning, creativity and
consciousness. This requires an ability to connect with the immortal essence of our being.The
pursuit of longevity should be part of an inner quest for eternal truth and bliss. Seeking to live
longer physically should be connected with an endeavor to grow and evolve in intelligence and
awareness. Our lives must become a spiritual search, not simply a running after sensory
enjoyments and worldly possessions that change from moment to moment. Certainly the
spiritual life – particularly the yogic life of meditation – can improve our health and longevity as
well as our emotional state. Yet it can offer us something far more, an inner immortality, taking
our awareness beyond the limitations of time and circumstances. In fact, if we discover this inner
immortality, how long we may actually live physically may lose its importance. We will be able to
drop the body at any moment without a sense of loss to embrace a greater existence in
consciousness itself.The following book, Soma in Yoga and Ayurveda, weaves together the
outer and inner search for immortality and transcendence of death and sorrow. It shows that an
immortality in consciousness is our very nature – and that it is possible to prolong our outer lives
by aligning ourselves to it. The orientation of the book is practical, presenting comprehensive
knowledge and special methods to heal and rejuvenate body and mind – and to resurrect the
immortal spirit within us. Yet the book does require that we look at ourselves, examining our
nature not simply as human beings, but as immortal souls. The book rests upon a yogic view of
who we are, what our greater existence is, the nature of mind and consciousness, and the place
of our physical life within the context of many lives and incarnations.Soma in Yoga and Ayurveda
explores different tools for prolonging our physical lives according to Ayurveda, India’s traditional
natural healing system, particularly special foods and herbs. It adds to these yogic methods of
asana and pranayama that improve our physical energy and flexibility. In addition, it examines
rejuvenation of the mind, bringing in special yogic practices of mantra, pranayama and
meditation. Yet most importantly, the book connects rejuvenation of the body and mind with our
inherent immortality in pure consciousness that is their origin and support. It does not promote a



blind seeking of a long life for the body, but asks us to open ourselves to an inner bliss, the
immortality of the spirit.The book rests upon the terminology of Ayurvedic medicine, which has
an entire system of rejuvenation (rasayana) therapies for healing and revitalizing body and mind
as one of its eight traditional branches. The book looks to Raja or classical Yoga and its eight
limbs for its practices of Yoga and meditation, placing these in the context of the related system
of Vedanta or Upanishadic knowledge for its background theory and world view. Rejuvenation is
an important concern of traditional Yoga in both Tantric and Vedic lines. Tantric Yoga in particular
contains special practices that both promote longevity and awaken our higher energies. Vedic
rituals have as one of the fruits of their performance a long and healthy life, which Vedic mantras
set in motion at a powerful way. The book, therefore, is a study of Ayurvedic medicine and
classical Yoga as a means of awakening our inner faculties, along with their background
philosophies, worldviews and related systems.As the title suggests, Soma in Yoga and Ayurveda
develops the ancient Vedic theme of Soma, the nectar of immortality, but relative to all aspects
of its symbolism and application, not simply the search for the original Soma plant. It does
explore the identity of Soma as a plant, but comes to the conclusion that the real Soma was not
a single plant but a type of rejuvenative plants and their preparations, which can be found to
some extent in all geographical regions. Even that outer plant or botanical Soma is only one
aspect of the universal reality of Soma, which also lies within us.The key to physical,
psychological and spiritual well-being lies in our Soma, which can perhaps best be defined as
the essence of bliss or Ananda arising from the core of our being. This is not an outer Soma
only, but an ‘inner Soma’ or ‘nectar of immortality’ in our own deeper awareness. We must
access this inner Soma if we wish to discover lasting happiness and joy. The book teaches us
how to uncover, perceive, and work with the many Somas of our lives from foods, prana and
sensory impressions to art, mantra, meditation and the very delight of existence itself.The
gaining of immortality is the main concern of all spiritual, religious and occult traditions from
throughout the world. Some groups attempt this through faith and devotion, others through
knowledge and perception, yet others through inner practices involving speech, breath and
mind, like pranayama, mantra and meditation. All such methods are examined in the book, as all
can be found in the Vedic tradition in various forms.Soma in Yoga and Ayurveda complements
my other books on Ayurveda, Yoga and Vedic astrology, which can serve as a reference for what
is presented here. I have focused the discussion on the Vedic and India based tradition, bringing
other forms of traditional medicine or modern medicine, only in a secondary manner. This is
because the aim is to bring out the Vedic view in more detail, which unlike the others is not so
commonly represented. This is not to say that other traditions and disciplines do not have a lot to
offer on this important subject. In fact, traditional and natural systems of medicine overall have
much knowledge about rejuvenation and afford it a greater place than modern medicine.The
book rests upon my own years of experience from reciting, chanting and meditating on the
Soma hymns of the Rigveda, to working with a variety of herbs, to exploring the different paths of
Yoga, mantra and Tantra. Initially I was drawn more to the Agni and Surya principles of light and



fire in the Vedas and to the greater science of Prana. Yet in recent years the Soma hymns and
their inner principles have come to life for me. This inner Soma has begun to speak to me and
hopefully the book is a manifestation of its voice as well. The book, therefore, reflects more inner
explorations than outer studies, though it is rooted in classical Vedic principles applied in life and
discovered through nature.Please note that the book is meant to be complex and many sided,
as per the nature of the subject – a detailed presentation, not simply introductory in orientation. It
is not meant to be a simple study of physical longevity but to draw the connection between
physical longevity and our greater inner immortality.Relative to Ayurvedic herbs, I have
introduced a few important rejuvenative herbs used in Ayurveda, recognizing the limited
accessibility these currently have in the West. In the Indian context much more could be said.
The purpose of my herbal presentation is to encourage the reader to explore this angle further,
not to produce a definitive herbal text.Relative to the Sanskrit, I have used a Unicode font for the
diacritical marks helpful to pronounce mantras, as it does not require any special Sanskrit fonts
in order to read. However, Sanskrit terms that have already entered into the English language
like Shiva or Shakti, or those of more general usage, I have rendered without any diacritical
marks.I am most happy to have a foreword from Swami Veda Bharati. Swamiji is, first of all, one
of the greatest living authorities on the Yoga Sutras, providing an extensive study of the text
according to both traditional sources. Yet, more importantly for this Soma book, he is one of the
greatest living authorities on the Rigveda, which his name as Veda Bharati or ‘Voice of the
Vedas’ indicates. Swami Veda has included in his foreword to the book some of his own Vedic
verses, of which he has many more. Since a child he has been able to spontaneously compose
Sanskrit verses in the Vedic style and has a profound understanding of the Vedic Yoga. Soma is
a very rich Vedic theme, like Agni (the sacred fire), and deserves much more attention. It unlocks
the highest secrets of life and consciousness and offers an important field for further research
both in meditation and in mind-body healing. I hope that others will examine this theme as well
and bring in their own insights by the inspiration of their own Soma.It is my heartfelt wish that the
book awakens an inner flow of Soma, allowing the reader to connect with the supreme essence
of happiness and immortality – as well aiding in a longer and more fruitful life for all.May the
supreme Soma, the eternal and universal energy of peace, bliss and delight, flow both within
and around you for the benefit of all!8Om Īm Śrīm Somāya Namaḥ!Acharya David Frawley
(Pandit Vamadeva Shastri)Santa Fe NM, March 20121 Enā soma stavena te pra viśema guhā
dhiyāmYā te tejā si pārthivā yā divyā tāny āviṣk dhi Enā te kratunā soma pra carema guhyā
matīḥYe te vahnayaḥ pārthivā ye divyās tān samindha naḥOriginal Soma verses by Swami Veda
Bharati, among the many Vedic verses he has envisioned in his different writings, including his
Chandasi, his own special collection of Vedic verses he has composed.2 Yajurveda mantra.3
Rigveda VIII.48.12,hrtsu pītāḥ.4 Madacyut...Somo gaurī adhi-śritaḥ. Rigveda IX.12.3.5
Eṣa...viśva-vin manasas-patiḥ. Rigveda IX.28.1.6 Manaścin manasas-patiḥ. Rigveda IX.11.9.7
Note the following references for this paragraph’s statements:Dhiyā yāty a vyā. Rigveda
IX.15.1.Pra vācham indur iṣyati. Rigveda IX.12.6.Pratnam nipāti kāvyam. Rigveda IX.6.8.Eṣa



pratnena manmanā. Rigveda IX.42.2.Eṣa divam vi dhāvati. Rigveda IX.3.7.8 This famous Vedic
chant is said in the Upanishad, which presents it to be a chant to Pavamana Soma, to the
immortal nectar.Soma as the Principle of Inner UnfoldmentPart I.The Search for Bliss, Longevity
and ImmortalityWe have drunk the Soma. We have become immortal. We have reached the
Gods. We have entered the realm of heavenly light. What now can the ungrateful do to us, what
harm of the mortal, O immortal Soma?Grant peace to our hearts when drunk, O drop. Gracious
as a father to his son, as a friend to a friend, wise and of good counsel, O Soma extend our lives
for our souls.Rigveda VIII.48.3-4The Quest for ImmortalityFrom the unreal lead us to the real.
From darkness lead us to light. From death lead us to immortality.Soma Chant from the
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad I.3.28The quest for immortality has been the ultimate concern of all
human beings since the beginning of time. We all naturally want to live forever and never die.
Whatever may be our other pursuits in life for wealth, fame, knowledge or happiness, whether
we attain them or not, a greater seeking for immortality remains in the background waiting for us
to take it up as our highest goal.This desire for deathlessness, however, is no mere hope,
fantasy or delusion. It reflects the innate urge of the immortal soul hidden within us, which itself is
never born and never dies. In our inmost being, we are one with the eternal and infinite and
maintain a deep wish to return to it as our true home. Our physical life journey must eventually
cause us to recognize this greater spiritual origin and goal. Our longing for immortality is an
indication of our deeper Self and essence that we can never forget, which dwells far beyond the
travails of this mortal realm.At the same time as much as we wish for immortality, we have an
equally deep fear of death. Death appears as the great barrier for all things in our lives, the end
of all that we can do in this world and all that we hold dear within it. We innately sense that there
is something unnecessary about death, which holds the tragedy of human existence, and calls
into question our entire outer reality. We cannot accept death as final, and sense something
greater within us beyond its grasp.Yet we observe that each creature that is born grows old and
eventually dies in the inevitable course of time. Infancy turns into youth, then into maturity,
decline, debility and finally complete cessation of life for all creatures. We watch our pets and our
parents grow old and die, and then experience it for those of our own generation and for
ourselves. The aging process appears as the great leveler in life, affecting equally the rich and
the poor, the famous and the ordinary. The relentless ticking of our biological clock seems to rule
over all else that we do with an imperial and unbending force.Certainly, we see people who live
longer and age better than others, maintaining health, intelligence and happiness well into their
later years. Such long-lived individuals represent another desirable goal of life, which is
longevity, but they still stand on this side of death, compared to which even a long life is but a
short episode in the enduring world of eternity. Longevity, however helpful, is not enough to take
us beyond death.Realizing the inevitability of death, we have sought to create or to discover
another life beyond the demise of the body. Most of what we call religion has arisen to deal with
the issue of death and offers some continued existence beyond the limitations of our earthly life.
Religion has envisioned an afterlife in various forms; sometimes a resurrection of the physical



body in a heavenly world where it will not die again, or gaining an immortal subtle body of light or
energy that unlike the physical body does not need to die. Religion tells us that through faith,
belief and good works that we can be led to such a greater life after death, as a reward for our
good thoughts and actions here.On the other hand, deeper spiritual and mystical teachings,
particularly the great meditation traditions of Asia, emphasize an immortality of consciousness
not only beyond the mortality of the physical body, but beyond any type of creaturely existence in
this or in subtler realms. They teach that our own inner essence exists not only beyond death but
also beyond birth, ever free of limitation to body or form in this world or another. We can take
birth in any number of bodies and, more importantly, we can reach a state in which we no longer
dwell in time and its limitations and are under no compulsion to be born again.Yet whatever our
spiritual background or our religious views, we all want to live longer, if not go beyond death
altogether. The quest for immortality therefore has two levels, outer and inner, physical and
spiritual.The first or outer aspect of the quest for immortality is rejuvenation of the body and
mind, which includes the promotion of physical longevity.The second or inner aspect is
immortality of the spirit or consciousness, which can include the continued existence of a subtle
mind or astral body.However, we must recognize that the quest for immortality is part of a greater
seeking for perfect happiness. The longing for immortality is linked with a greater quest for an
end to all suffering. It is not simply an unending existence that we wish for but an immortal
bliss.Physical Immortality, Rejuvenation and LongevityThe question then arises: “Is physical
immortality at all possible?” There are indications in the Yoga tradition of India that a few rare
individuals have achieved if not physical immortality, at least great longevity extending through
many ordinary human lifetimes. Various mystical and esoteric traditions suggest the same, such
as the longlived prophets of the Bible or the Taoist immortals of ancient China. The Vedic rishis
of India were said to have lived for very long periods of time, extending into the centuries,
through accessing the power of Soma, a special energy connected with the healing forces of
nature and the inner powers of the psyche arising from special Yoga and meditation practices.
Hindu thought mentions various chiranjivas or ‘long lived sages’, some who are said to be still
alive. There are other traditions of immortal ascended masters, though sometimes their
immortality is said to be in a subtle, not a physical body, or only accessible to those of a certain
purity of mind and heart. While there are often a number of fantasies and illusions associated
with such ideas, there seems to be a core of truth behind them as well.Classical Tantric Yoga –
which teaches us to work with the secret energies of nature like the Kundalini – has developed
special outer methods of extending physical longevity, including the use of powerful herbs,
minerals, gems, and elixirs, much like other alchemical traditions worldwide. These are
combined with special inner Tantric Yoga practices of pranayama, mantra, and yantra and
working with the deities and powers of nature in a precise spiritual science of inner
transformation to take us beyond our ordinary human limitations.Probably the most famous
yogic case of physical immortality is that of Mahavatar Babaji, the immortal Himalayan Yogi
introduced to the world by Paramahamsa Yogananda, one of his disciples, in Paramahamsa



Yogananda’s classic Autobiography of a Yogi.1 Babaji and his female companion Mataji are said
to live in yogically energized immortal physical bodies in special retreat areas of the high
Himalayas above Badrinath along with a select group of disciples, some of which have also
taken on undying physical bodies themselves.However, such yogic achievements of physical
immortality are so extremely rare as to be for all practical purposes impossible for the ordinary
human being. They rest upon a special birth in yogic families in the Himalayas after an exalted
spiritual birth that took one to the highest spiritual realization already, not on any ordinary human
birth. They involve a pure diet and environment, and special yogic practices from birth along with
these great masters - nothing like an ordinary, much less stressful modern human life in a toxic
urban environment. There is no reason for us to think that such a physical immortality is possible
for us or even desirable for the type of mentality that we have in the world today.It is mainly in the
Integral Yoga of Sri Aurobindo – one of the greatest spiritual masters and visionaries of modern
India – that one finds a clear and specific discipline designed to develop physical immortality,
which is addressed in great depth and detail in his voluminous and profound writings.2 However,
in Sri Aurobindo’s Integral Yoga, physical immortality is not the prime concern but only the
ultimate highlight, following a comprehensive yogic development of a deeper devotion and
awareness within us. Moreover, Aurobindo approaches the immortalization of the physical body
not as a personal achievement for furthering our mundane desires, but as part of a long-term
evolutionary process for developing a higher type of human being, if not a higher species
altogether. It is not physical immortality for the ordinary person that Aurobindo seeks but that of
the realized soul, who has transformed the mind and emotional nature. He realizes that the
current human being with its various negative karmic and genetic influences requires a
considerable recasting before it is worthy of a prolonged existence or can naturally hold a higher
consciousness.Aurobindo aims at a long-term, if not millennial creation of a new spiritual being
on Earth, not just making we existing humans live longer or avoid physical death such as we are
in our current undeveloped states of awareness and intelligence. It is an evolutionary goal of the
species that he seeks, which we can individually help prepare the way for, but are quite unlikely
to attain personally. His disciples seek the development of a new humanity, not simply their own
longer physical existence.3 Moreover, his Integral Yoga seeks this transformation of the human
being through a new descent of Divine grace or Shakti – the force of the Divine Mother – not
simply through outer methods of diet, herbs or yoga techniques, much less scientific or genetic
breakthroughs. It rests upon awakening to and surrendering to that descent of grace from above,
which has its own powers and processes. Aurobindo puts us in contact with this higher
evolutionary Shakti that is a powerful Divine force already present in the spiritual atmosphere of
the planet.Yet while physical immortality is nearly impossible, physical rejuvenation is something
attainable to some degree for everyone. One can undergo special Yogic and Ayurvedic
rejuvenative regimens that can remove years off of one’s biological age and effectively prolong
one’s life beyond what would otherwise be achievable. This doesn’t mean that such methods
can turn an eighty year old into a forty year old, but it is possible to be happier, healthier and



more aware far beyond one’s ordinary age! The body is always rejuvenating itself and replacing
its old cells with new. New pranas are ever moving through us with every sunrise and sunset.
Rejuvenation aims at speeding up this natural process of revitalization, which ordinarily declines
with age.A physical longevity of a hundred years should be the norm for human beings if we live
a healthy natural life in a clean natural environment, even longer if we are doing Yoga practices.
The fact that we do not have such longevity is a sign of an unhealthy life-style on our own parts
or an unhealthy culture. The added complication for any personal pursuit of longevity today is
that it is difficult for we as mere individuals to prolong our lives, if our environment and way of life
collectively is toxic and unhealthy, which is now the case almost everywhere on the planet. It can
be hard to live long and healthy in a world that is polluted, disturbed and full of conflict, even if
the individual is otherwise well informed as to what to do to prolong their existence.The pursuit
of longevity, therefore, is not merely a personal issue but an ecological concern today. We are
beginning to see declining longevities in the western world along with the artificial life styles that
are part of the high tech media age. Prolonging our own lives and protecting the life of the planet
cannot be turned into separate issues. Indeed we may need to sacrifice some of our own
personal time to ensure the health of the planet for future generations.Physical longevity also
has important spiritual implications. Longevity is very desirable for those on the spiritual path
because having made the great effort necessary to awaken to one’s higher purpose in life –
which is very difficult in any age – one wants a full life in order to progress along it as much as
possible. The right pursuit of physical longevity can be a helpful aid to the deeper pursuit of the
immortality of the spirit. This is probably its most important value, as long life without spirituality
not only has no real value but also removes us from the soul that is the very source of life.
Otherwise, we are only seeking immortality for our ego and desire nature that inevitably leads to
suffering and confusion. We are merely seeking more time to enmesh ourselves further in the
karmic complications of the earthly realm that end in sorrow.Immortality and Rejuvenation of the
MindIf immortality of the body is nearly impossible, the further question arises whether
immortality of the mind is possible? Certainly it is easier to keep the mind young than it is to stop
the body from aging. In fact, as we age in our bodies, we often feel younger in our minds – and
usually hold a youthful image of ourselves in our minds that no longer corresponds to our outer
appearance.It is possible to have a fresh, clear and youthful mind even in an old and decaying
body. We see many elderly people even above eighty years of age with active, creative and
cheerful minds, able to excel the young in expression, logic or insight. All of us have
encountered such individuals who surprise us by their age. For them age has helped them
mature in mind and spirit, the effect of which is more energy and vitality for their inner being. This
should be normal for humanity, with those older in years becoming elders in wisdom by
developing clarity and vitality of mind and heart.While the body matures and ceases to grow
around the age of twenty-five, the mind usually does not fully mature until around the age of fifty,
and can keep growing as long as one is alive. One of the great sorrows of many older people –
particularly in this culture that rarely honor its elders – is that though their minds are not old, they



are treated according to the condition of their bodies, and their advice accordingly is not heeded.
Their wisdom seems lost on the younger generation that does not want to look at inner realities
but remains enmeshed in outer sensations.It is possible to rejuvenate the mind so that a
seventy, eighty or ninety year old person can have a youthful and creative mind. However, it is
difficult to make the mind young if the mind has already been made old by years of mindless and
thoughtless living, in which there is no cultivation of creativity or inner awareness. Yet those who
have developed a creative and spiritual mind in their youth can easily maintain it to the end of
their lives, and leave this world with full consciousness and no regrets!Besides maintaining a
youthful mind into old age, there is also a search for immortality of the mind, or at least its
continuity, beyond the death of the physical body. Many spiritual teachings contain methods to
prepare the mind to continue beyond death. The mind’s ability to transcend death is reflected in
the phenomenon of rebirth, which depends upon the mind being able to survive death and take
on a new body. In the case of ordinary rebirth, the mind falls into a deep slumber and its
memories of the previous life are almost entirely lost before awakening in the new life. Yet after
following higher Yoga practices, one can carry much of one’s mind and intelligence into the next
birth and maintain a continuity of awareness after death.According to yogic thought, the mind is
by nature undying, though it does go through phases of manifestation and rest. The mind does
not die with the death of the physical body. It simply undergoes a period of withdrawal, followed
by a new active phase after awakening in a new body. The inner core mind carries the
samskaras or karmic tendencies that propel us from one birth to another. That inner mind
survives the death of the body and its tendencies take it on to a new body.Yet it is only the core
of the mind that has this immortality, not our ordinary outer mind and ego, with its personal
thoughts, emotions and memories bound to the outer world of the current birth. At the time of
death the mind is reduced to its core tendencies, much like the latent state of the mind in the
state of deep sleep. The outer aspect of the mind is dissolved and only the inner core of the
mind goes on to another birth. This means that the immortality of the mind is limited and broken
by the death of the body, hidden by an ignorance that prevents the ordinary person benefiting
from it, and making it difficult for them to access past life skills and wisdom. Most of us cannot
experience our mind’s greater existence beyond the body because we cannot sustain our
awareness after death from one life to another. But it is something that we can learn to
develop.Higher Yoga practices allow us to contact the hidden immortality at the core of the mind
and gradually spread it to the rest of the mind, making it eventually into a conscious possession
of our daily awareness. Great yogis carry their personalities and minds into successive births.
We see this also in the concept of tulkus and the reincarnation of the Dalai Lamas of Tibetan
yoga. The more evolved a soul becomes, the more it holds its mind and intelligence through the
reincarnation process, not losing it at death. For such exalted souls, death and rebirth are like
going to sleep at night and waking up in the morning, not any real end or beginning of
existence.Immortality of the Spirit or Higher Self (Atman or Purusha)Yet besides this ‘broken’
immortality of the mind, there is a deeper unbroken immortality within each one of us. Our spirit



or inner Being is immortal by nature and exists beyond the phases of withdrawal and
manifestation of the mind from birth to birth. Our true Self consists of pure unmodified
awareness, immutable, changeless and serene. Our true nature resides in pure consciousness
beyond all the shifting currents of time, space and action that we experience through the mind.
We can always access this immortality of our inner Being even when the body is dying.The fact
is that in our true nature we are not born and do not die, we do not suffer and are ever beyond
gain and loss, pleasure and pain, advance and retreat. Death is an illusion of our outer
experience through the mind, not an enduring truth of our inmost Self. Death is perhaps the
ultimate illusion, whose veil we must rend asunder to find our true reality. It is the body that dies,
not we ourselves as the masters of the body. This immortality of the Spirit should rule over our
entire existence; we should not be mere victims of the ups and downs of the body, mind and
senses. We should not be victims of death but use death to take us to yet a greater
awareness.This immortality of the spirit is absolute, without qualification or diminution. It is there
for everyone to experience. It is the ground of experience itself. The mind has only a relative
immortality, enduring at its core but undergoing death and withdrawal in its outer layers. Its
immortality is enshrouded in ignorance and is not a fact of experience in our lives.Yet this
immortality of the spirit is not without its relevance for the body. The inner immortality of
consciousness contains the power to rejuvenate body and mind, should we aim to do that. It is
the wellspring of immortal Prana or undying life-energy that is ever accessible within our deepest
hearts. We all have the power of immortality within us already as the most intimate layer of all
that we are. The issue is how to access our immortal consciousness and connect it with our
outer nature, particularly to the surface mind where most of us experience life.In this regard, our
pursuit of immortality is something of a joke that we play upon ourselves. The problem is not that
we unfairly die, and the solution is not to learn how to preserve our existing personality beyond
death. The problem is that we have forgotten our natural immortality, which resides in our inner
awareness, and are looking for it where it does not exist, in the physical body and outer
personality bound by time. We confine ourselves to the mortal outer aspect of our being, which
must eventually die whatever we may do. We are trying to make lasting that which is inherently
impermanent and fleeting, which only leads to frustration, failure and sorrow. The solution is to
give up our attachment to what dies and merge back into our immortal nature beyond death.
This is the real going beyond death.Death only affects the body and the mind, which are but the
instruments of the spirit, and like any instrument are subject to friction, decay and ultimate
destruction. The body is our outer instrument somewhat like our automobile, necessary to take
us places in the material world that is the main focus of our outer existence. But the body is not
who we really are and its fulfillment is not our true fulfillment. The mind is our inner instrument,
something like our computer, necessary for us to deal with information, particularly about the
external world. It is crucial for our outer functioning but its fulfillment is also not that of our true
nature either. Our spirit or consciousness is the being or person who operates these two
instruments and is not limited by their functioning, like the person who operates the car or the



computer.When our car breaks down, we don’t say, “I am dead”. When our computer crashes,
we similarly don’t feel that we are no more. Yet because of our deep-seated attachment to the
physical body that occurs through the mind, we feel that physical death is the end of who we are
as well. This is only because we do not understand ourselves. Death is merely the end of the
limited outer personality but does not touch the real person within us. Death is just a moment in
time in which we transition from one realm of experience to another, nothing more than a
doorway. For our inner being, death can be a release from the ego and its endless desires. It is a
means of purifying our outer nature so that we can grow more spiritually in another life. As the
Bhagavad Gita so eloquently states: “Of that which is real, there is no non-existence. Of that
which is unreal, there is no existence.”4 What is bound by death never truly exists and what is
not bound by death can never be killed.The surest means to go beyond death and gain
immortality is simply to rest in our own immortal Self, the core consciousness within us that is
the detached witness of all the movements of the body and mind. You are immortal as you are in
your inner being and can never fall prey to death or dissolution. This is an eternal truth, not any
mere hope or speculation. It is the most enduring and powerful of all truths. It does not require
belief or salvation but merely the awakening of an inner knowing.We can all breathe a big sigh of
relief here, if we wish, and accept the immortality, peace and transcendence of our inner being,
letting go of the entire realm of death. There is nothing holding us back from this except our own
reluctance to do so based upon our identification with our surface ego. However, such letting go
is very difficult to do owing to our deep-seated attachment to the body and mind extending over
many lifetimes. Yet there are many tools to help us through Yoga and meditation to make the task
easier and quicker.The Three Key PointsMortality of the BodyRelative Immortality of the
MindAbsolute Immortality of the ConsciousnessThese are the three aspects of death,
rejuvenation and immortality to reflect deeply upon. The body is mortal and akin to death as it is
a limited material structure. Its existence can be prolonged but must eventually come to an
end.The mind has a relative immortality, broken up into segments by the birth and death of one
body as it moves on to another. The mind continues until it is merged into the pure
consciousness beyond time and space of which it is but the reflection.Our inner consciousness
alone has an absolute immortality regardless of what happens to the body or mind. But we must
detach from body and mind in order to realize it.The crucial issue, therefore, is how we can
access and realize the natural immortality of our inner being? The prime means to do this can be
described simply. It requires aligning the mind with our inner being. This means merging our
outer mind into pure consciousness, and extending the unconscious immortality of the mind into
the conscious immortality of the spirit. To do this is a matter of sadhana or spiritual practice
covering many decades, in fact many lifetimes. It is not a quick fix or the result of a special
therapy, retreat or technique. It is the essence of our striving as an immortal soul.Deep
meditation aligned with Self-inquiry is the ultimate means of gaining immortality, merging into the
immortal Self in the heart.5 This is the main approach of Advaita or Non-dualistic Vedanta and
the related Yoga of Knowledge. Other yogic practices can be powerful aids, particular a deep



love and devotion for the Divine within us along the path of Bhakti Yoga. In fact, Yoga in the
classical sense was originally devised as a science of consciousness devised to bring us to our
higher immortality called the Atman or Purusha, the true Self. Traditional Kundalini Yoga, as
found in the Hindu Tantras, is formulated to bring about the opening of the crown chakra or lotus
of the head, which carries our deeper immortal consciousness and energy, the Shiva and Shakti
principles of Tantric thought.6Yet to merge the minds into our immortal Self is aided by bringing
harmony and purity to the physical body, which means to rejuvenate the body as well. For the
pursuit of inner immortality, physical longevity is a great aid as it is a process that cannot be
easily achieved in a short span of time. But physical longevity is not an end-in-itself or a means
of prolonging mere outer enjoyments.The Vision of Heaven and the Subtle BodyAs death and
suffering seem part of this physical world, many people have longed for some heavenly world or
paradise in which death and suffering do not occur. Such higher worlds do exist, though not
always in the way we might imagine them to be.Some of our imagined heavens are little more
than glorified physical worlds in which a resurrected physical body, much like our earthly flesh
body, continues, hosted by a personality much like our flawed earthly personality, perhaps
indulging in continued sensory pleasures. Such heavens are but earth in disguise and appeal to
the wishful thinking of the human ego that does not want to face its own mortality or discover the
real immortality of the soul that is not physical or form based.Other heavens are portrayed as
realms of a subtle or astral body, in appearance much like our physical body but made of light or
lifeenergy, radiant and blissful, able to fly or transform itself in various ways, beyond the travails
of physical matter and its impermanence, even having wings like an angel! Such subtle bodies
are akin to our dream body as the subtle worlds are also the dream worlds. These are more
genuine heavens in which the soul can enjoy refined impressions much like great art or beautiful
music, along with a deeper love and devotion. Yet even these subtle realms are still bound by
time and desire, located on this side of death.Beyond these heavens of subtle energy and pure
form are formless heavens and higher realms of space in which we have no form body but exist
in mind alone, with vast powers of thought, vision, perception and awareness. This formless
body is called a ‘causal body’, as it holds the causal power behind all that we can become in the
form-based worlds. In it we stand at the heart of creation above any specific manifest worlds, a
truly exalted state like a divine co-creator.7However, even these causal realms are beneath the
realm of pure immortality which is beyond all manifestation, form or formless. All worlds of
embodied existence, physical, subtle or causal, are limited by karma and rebirth. One must
eventually leave even the highest heavenly worlds for another birth until all ones karmas are
worked out.Many yogis and occultists work to develop their subtle bodies in order to access
these subtle or astral realms after death or even during life. Some occultists aim to live in the
subtle body with its greater powers and enjoyments after the death of the physical body. Yogis
also can develop the subtle body as a vehicle for deeper practices of devotion or meditation,
even if they do not pursue the subtle realms as the final goal of their journey. Yet other yogis
strive to develop the causal body as the prime instrument to reach our true nature as pure



consciousness, as the higher mind is but one step removed from pure awareness. In this way a
development of these more refined vestures of the soul can serve as important steps in a higher
realization of immortality.However, regeneration of the physical body, particularly the brain and
nervous system, can help us energize the subtle body as well. A rejuvenated subtle body, with
our inner prana and senses revitalized, helps rejuvenate the physical body as well. So
developing the subtle body and a greater pursuit of rejuvenation and immortality can be linked
together in various ways. The subtle body, on one level at least, can also be defined as our
‘Soma body’ or body of enjoyment, which represents the fruit of our actions in the gross of
physical body, as well as the essence of the energies and motivations that we put forth in our
physical lives.Karma, Death and DestinyOur lives are limited by the karma and destiny of our
souls. Karma consists of the results of our actions and their energetic residues, stemming back
to distant previous lives. Destiny could be best defined as a karmic inevitability, a fixed karma
that it is very difficult, if not impossible to change. The Vedic astrology chart is a good index of
our karmas, as we will discuss later in the book.Yet if our lives are based upon karma, including
a certain ‘karmic longevity’ or lifespan that we may be born with, we might ask: “Of what use is
the seeking of rejuvenation or greater longevity?” The answer to this question is that karma as a
result of our habitual actions can be changed, though we cannot likely change all of our karmas
in a single life. We can improve, modify or shape our karmas for the future. There are special
yogic means of altering and transcending karma through mantra, ritual, service and offerings,
which come into play here. Yogic methods of rejuvenation, properly employed, can reduce the
negative inertia of our karmas, as well as project a more positive karma into life.This does not
mean that all karmas, including disease, injury or premature death, can be overcome for
everyone. But karma is something we do, something we are constantly creating and, therefore,
something we can alter. It is not something imposed upon us from the outside. If we work to
create a karma of well-being in body, mind and spirit, it will help neutralize any corresponding
negative karmas of suffering, death and disease.The seeking of rejuvenation begins with ‘karmic
rectification’ as it were, which means seeing what karmas we have set in motion in life and
where they are likely to lead us. It implies assuming ’karmic responsibility’ for who we are,
accepting that we are the result of our own actions, which means giving up any blaming of
others for our condition in life. We must first face the fact of our karmas in life and acknowledge
that we have created them, including the type of circumstances, vocation and community setting
that we find ourselves dwelling in. We can observe the karmas that we have set forth in our
bodies and minds by how we live and what our daily routine has become. Only after we have
taken responsibility for our karmas can we really begin to change them. Once we have accepted
the ‘wisdom of karma’, then we can begin to free ourselves from the negative effects of karma,
including any premature aging or loss of mental acuity, by developing higher spiritual and
healing practices.Yet we must always remember: our inner being exists beyond karma, which is
only the mechanism that unfolds the connection of cause and effect operative in the body and
mind. If we reside in our inner core awareness, death cannot touch us, regardless of what



happens to the body or when. Our immortal inner being is the matrix for proper energization and
rejuvenation of body and mind as it holds the power of eternity.Death and ImmortalityAll great
spiritual teachings tell us that the path to immortality lies through death, not by avoiding it. Death
itself can be used as a doorway to take us beyond time. As we examine how to go beyond death,
we must remember this key principle: That which is immortal can never truly become mortal and
that which is mortal can never truly become immortal.8 Nothing can change its nature. What can
die must die and cannot continue on forever, whatever we may try. Only what is by nature
deathless will never die. If we can die to what is mortal or death bound in this life, we gain access
to the immortal and deathless reality even while alive. As the great poet Rabindranath Tagore so
eloquently stated “Let me carry death in life that I might know life in death.”In this regard, we
must discriminate between the soul’s wish for immortality and the urge of the ego to never die.
The soul seeks an inner immortality in consciousness that involves going beyond the formbased
body and thought-based mind. The ego seeks to continue its worldly drives and ambitions by
renewing the body. The soul seeks for true immortality beyond the body. The ego wants to make
immortal that which is inherently mortal and wants to prolong the body as long as it can, often
even if unwell. The ego is rooted in the fear of death.The soul meanwhile is not afraid of death
but only of ignorance or lack of awareness. The soul is happy to discard the body if the body is
too old or unwell and can no longer serve as a useful vehicle for its inner growth. For the soul the
loss of the physical body is just a change of clothes, not a loss of its essence. Even if we are
pursuing longevity and rejuvenation, we should not fear the inevitable death of the body. We
should use the life of the body to pursue the immortality of the soul, which as eternal life is the
source of all real healing as well. This immortality of the soul does not consist of long lasting
physical existence but of realizing that our true nature of pure awareness never dies.More
important than learning how to live longer is learning how to reconcile ourselves with the
inevitability of our own death. If we learn to die every day to the ego, then our entire lives will be
rooted in immortality. We cannot make what is inherently mortal, namely our ego and desire
based life and identity, immortal, though this is precisely what most of us want and are seeking
in our so-called pursuit of immortality. We want our physical personality to continue beyond its
normal time range, even if we have not properly cared for our bodies. What we need to discover
for real immortality is the higher awareness within us that never takes birth, which is unborn and
without form or desire. This exists on the other side of death, not on this side!We should ask
ourselves the fundamental question: Are we worthy of immortality or even greater longevity as
we currently are? What is our desire to continue based upon? Is it a seeking of a higher truth or
more time to pursue what are ego-based drives, personal desires and worldly acclaim? Are we
hoping that our unenlightened life-style can continue as long as we want, with outer affluence
and pleasure and no karmic side effects?The key to both inner immortality and outer
rejuvenation rests in letting go of desire based seeking, to die to our ordinary urges in the realm
of time and circumstances. Death is not an enemy or an obstacle that we must fear for our
greater existence, but an opportunity for inner growth that we must honor. The phenomenon of



death is not just our own physical death, which we naturally fear, but the ability to die, forget or
let go of what has no enduring value, the outer surface appearances of our lives.One can only
know the immortal Self by dying to the mortal self and ego. One can only enter into the pure
consciousness beyond death by letting go of the mind and its attachments in the field of time. To
think that we can make our ordinary personality immortal is but wishful thinking, an attempt to
prolong a shadow into light. Note the experience of the great sage, Ramana Maharshi, who as a
mere lad of sixteen went into a deep meditation on death and moved beyond it to a realization of
the immortal Self that remained throughout his life.9 This is what is required.The key to
immortality is to die willingly while alive, which is to die to the ego or bodily identity even while
the body persists. Through dying inwardly while alive, one gains an immortality even beyond
death. We must learn to die daily to the known and limited, accepting our outer lives are but an
offering to the inner spirit. Then everyday will be a new birth into eternity.The spiritual journey is
from death to immortality, combining a preliminary phase of death to the outer world in order to
lead us to an inner immortality. Death is the great teacher and giver of immortality, not the denier
of it. That is why in many Yogic teachings like the Katha Upanishad,10 death is the guru, or why
great deities of Yoga like Lord Shiva also personify death. Yet this mystic death requires not the
mere outer death of the body but an inner state of silence, stillness, and quiescence. Only that
within us that dwells in a state of perfect peace can go beyond death and gain immortality.Death,
in fact, is an illusion, perhaps the greatest of all illusions. No one has ever really died and no one
ever will really die. Death is but a change of clothes for the immortal soul that cannot be
diminished by any external action or agency.11 Our true being, the Atman or Purusha, is
inherently beyond all death and suffering. It is only because of our false identification with the
body and mind that we fall under the illusion of death. This means that we need not fear death,
which is but a moment in time, but should lift our sense of who we are beyond any outer time
based identities to immutable consciousness itself. It is only on the basis of an inner sense of
deathlessness that any lasting rejuvenation can be possible, not out of a fear of death or an
attempt to avoid death. In affirming the deathlessness of our inner being, we can access its
powers of immortality.Purification and RenewalAll rejuvenation practices require preliminary
purification, which can be described as a kind of voluntary dissolution or death. These
purification procedures have some kinship with death in the sense that they involve rest,
reduction of movement, silence and stillness. They involve various forms of fire purification,
whether promoting sweating as in the use of saunas, fiery spicy herbs to purify the body, fiery
breathing practices or fire based forms of meditation. As such, they are called tapas in Sanskrit,
meaning generation of transforming heat.This inner purification is aided by external fire rituals,
like Vedic yajnas or fire sacrifices to purify our home and environment.12 Purification practices
are allied with fasting, withdrawing from sensory activity, solitude and various factors that are like
a simulated death or return to the womb. In this way, we can turn withdrawal and death into a
creative force to generate new life and awareness within us. Such practices are usually part of
pratyahara or the yogic phase of internalization of the prana, senses and mind.13After such an



inner death, one has a second birth while living. The body, mind and senses are renewed. One
experiences life as one did as a child, as though each day was the first day of creation. True
rejuvenation is a second birth for body, mind and spirit that lifts us into a higher order of
existence that can transcend our actual physical death. Through the spiritual death of the ego,
one can enter into the immortal life of the spirit. There are many symbols of this mystic death
process in world spiritual literature, such as Shiva, Osiris, Adonis, or Jesus. True resurrection is
not of the body but the awakening of the immortal Self of pure awareness within us.This mystic
death and rebirth can also be achieved through Divine love, as love has the power to endure
beyond death. It can be gained through deep meditation, through immortal wisdom. It usually
involves working with the healing powers of nature through the plants, rocks, waters, air and fire,
as nature is ever renewing itself. It is the essence of the inner alchemy of Yoga and Tantra.Such
a second birth perhaps best occurs at the time of one’s midlife or aging crisis, in the period from
ages forty-five to seventy, when one has the greatest wisdom in life and the body is still capable
of producing new energy. Many traditional cultures have special rituals and social events that
support such a change of life. Yoga and Ayurveda have turned this inner rejuvenation into a
precise science and art.Realization of our immortal Self is possible for all of us, though likely to
be attained by very few, as it requires going beyond the ordinary human mind, emotions and
attachments. Rejuvenation of the mind, at least to some degree, is not difficult for all of us if we
but seriously take up Yoga and meditation practices. Rejuvenation of the body, similarly, is
something that we are all capable of at least to some degree. Yet for all of these to be truly
beneficial and efficacious, our mindset must change. We must look within. We must work on
ourselves. We must connect with the greater universe of consciousness and also look into our
inner being and its treasures of the unknown, the great mystery that is both life and death, and
which carries and unites both together in an ongoing transformative process of cosmic
existence.Yet even if you are not interested in the issue of immortality at the current stage of your
life, particularly if you are young, you should note that the practices that promote longevity are
helpful to promote general well-being and improve the quality of our awareness as well. They
allow us to develop a positive joy, happiness and bliss within regardless of what may happens to
us externally. They are the essence of Yoga as a means of Self-realization, which is ultimately
the realization of our immortal Self.High Tech Somas or Inner Spiritual Somas?King Soma, your
manifestations that are in Heaven, on Earth, in the mountains, in the plants and in the waters;
with all those happy in mind, free of anger, welcome our offering.Rigveda I.80.4Soma originally
refers to the nectar of immortality in Vedic thought which goes back to the most ancient period of
India’s great civilization.14 It has echoes in ancient Persian, Greek and Celtic cultures and their
sacred plants and trees,15 as well as to similar traditions from throughout the world. Soma in the
Vedas is called Amrita, which means both nectar and immortality (a-mrita, also meaning ‘non-
dying’) and is one of the most important Vedic deities and symbols. Soma is said to be the king,
the progenitor and ruler of all.Soma remains a subject of great fascination in world literature and
speculation extending to modern times, as in Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World, a world



dominated by the mind control through high tech drugs called Somas. The question is whether
we will seek an inner spiritual Soma that liberates the mind and heart or will rest content with a
high tech outer Soma that makes our lives increasingly artificial and chemically controlled?Soma
as a Great SymbolSoma is perhaps the most universal metaphor for the human quest for
immortality, not only at a physical level but also at mental and spiritual levels. It symbolizes our
quest for renewal and for immortality much like the Holy Grail, which itself conceals a Soma
symbolism of the mystic beverage. It is indicated by the search for the fountain of youth or
fountain of immortality, the sacred waters that restore our vitality. A similar symbolism occurs in
stories from all over the world of sacred plants and their healing powers.Yet the Vedic and yogic
Soma, is not simply a powerful botanical agent; it is part of a greater cosmic vision extending
from healing plants and waters on Earth to the supreme bliss of the eternal Ananda in the
highest heaven from which the entire universe arises as an outer expression. Soma is usually
described as a special substance or elixir that once imbibed or awakened has the ability to
transform body, mind and heart. We are all seeking such a magic potion, pill or nectar to bring a
greater meaning and happiness into our lives.Soma is the symbol of a deeper knowledge and
awareness and of the spiritual quest overall.16 Soma is said to be the essence of all the Vedic
teachings, the aim of which is to make us immortal. The Rigveda, the oldest Vedic text, contains
an entire book or mandala, the ninth, devoted to the subject of Soma with cryptic chants,
esoteric mantras and powerful meters that even today the world’s greatest minds are not able to
entirely comprehend.17 These Soma hymns are among the greatest writings in all Sanskrit or
world literature, and are worthy of deep examination for unfolding all the mysteries of existence.
Yet Soma also refers to poetry, mantra and chant of the highest order –wherever and whenever it
may occur – which itself can evoke the flow of divine grace within us.Soma, which also means
‘bliss’, reflects our lifelong seeking for happiness, which is intimately related to our seeking of
immortality as the highest form of happiness. This ‘search for our bliss in life’ has become a bit of
cliché in New Age thought but retains a deeper significance that each one of us needs to
examine. Even if we are not on the spiritual path, we are seeking some form of Soma or bliss as
our highest goal. And we want that Soma to last or for ourselves to become immortal in it.Each
one of us should ask ourselves at a deep level of the heart: “Have I found my bliss or Soma in life
or is my search continuing? Is my current Soma or source of happiness and enjoyment enough,
or will I need to move on to something more meaningful in the course of time? What is the
highest Soma that I can aspire to and how can I reach it?”Yet Soma, like happiness, is
something elusive and hidden. It cannot be given to us quickly, easily or from the outside. We
have to look deeply within ourselves in order to discover it. Soma is an inner essence, not an
outer form or object. Soma indicates the juice, the rasa in Sanskrit, the essence of beauty and
delight hidden in things, which requires a special process of extraction in order to bring out and
appreciate it.This process of extracting the Soma is symbolized by the plant stalk that must be
ground down with a mortar and pestle in order to remove its sweet juice. Yet everything that we
take into our bodies and minds – whether food, beverages or sensory impressions – possesses



a certain taste. This taste notifies us of the quality of the substance that we are imbibing and
helps us understand how it may affect us after we have digested it. We naturally gravitate
towards those items that have a taste and essence that is pleasant and promotes a sense of
well-being, from the sugars in food and drinks, to beautiful sounds and colors, to sweet emotions
like love and joy. These all reflect how the pursuit of Soma is programmed into our nervous
systems.Soma and ArtTo approach the subject of Soma at a deeper level, it is helpful to look into
the realm of art, which has a special Soma of its own, as well as a connection to immortality. As
the great German poet Goethe said, “Life is short but art is long.” In this regard, art as a refined
pursuit of sensation is another pursuit of Soma at an intellectual level. The aesthetic experience
involves extracting an essence of delight from the outer forms and shapes that we perceive
through the senses. For example, for the painter, a still life is not simply a bowl of fruit on a table
to eat, but colors, forms and patterns of delight for the inner eye to imbibe and appreciate. The
artist finds enjoyment in the light behind things, not in the actual objects, which recede in the
background and merely become staging devices to reveal that enduring light of beauty, which
most of us, in our outer pursuits in life, fail to recognize.There are Somas or powers of beauty
and delight everywhere in the universe, which itself is structured by the light of consciousness.
Each thing that we encounter in nature possesses a certain beauty, energy or characteristic
quality that communicates some truth or delight of the universe to us, whether it is the texture of
a rock or the patterns of clouds in the sky. This ‘Soma of nature’ has a natural healing and
calming quality for us that we all know of whether in beautiful sunrises or sunsets or the gentle
luminosity of the Moon.There are beautiful and healing Somas in the various forms of light, in the
waters, the air, the cosmic spaces, and in the Earth itself down into its deepest caverns. Our
lives can benefit immensely from learning how to access all these natural Somas or sacred
powers of life. Unfortunately, we usually prefer to remain at the surface level of our human
experience, running after the human Somas of our social and technologically based lives that
are often artificial, dulling and disturbing to our deeper aspirations. Yet all of us have
experienced this beauty or Soma of nature, whether in a sunset, sunrise, mountain or ocean
vista, and can cultivate it more deeply if we wish. We can all appreciate the art of Soma behind
the movement of life.Soma, Yoga and TantraThe Upanishads describe the Self as the rasa or
essence of all, which in turn is connected to space.18 Our own inner being is an essence, not a
body, form or instrument. Beyond the artistic rasas or essences of beauty and delight, are the
spiritual or yogic rasas, which lead us to the bliss or Ananda behind all existence. The Yogi
seeks to develop this deeper level of rasa beyond even art, though he may use artistic tools like
chanting, music or visualization in the process.The Yogi takes his vision from the outer forms of
objects to the underlying essential qualities of the five great elements of earth, water, fire, air and
ether. These in turn he takes back to their subtle sensory essences as the root energies of smell,
taste, sight, touch and sound. These in turn he resolves into the actions of the five sense organs
(ear, skin, eye, tongue, nose) and five motor organs (voice, hand, feet, urogenital, excretory).
These in turn he resolves into the mind, ego, intelligence and nature itself (Prakriti), which is all



ultimately resolved into the seer or Purusha, the immortal Self. This is the movement of the 25
tattvas or cosmic principles in the philosophy of Yoga and Samkhya.19Tantric Yoga, in its
traditional form, is itself a science of extracting the essence of delight and awareness from the
whole of life. It works with the forms of art and deeper yogic examination, following out the
movement of rasas back to the essential powers of Shiva and Shakti as cosmic consciousness
and its creative power. Even the left handed Tantra that at times used sacred rituals involving
sexual practices or the use of intoxicants, was part of a seeking of rasas or essences beyond the
outer forms employed.The Legendary Soma PlantIn one of its prime Vedic symbolisms, Soma is
described as a magical plant or herbal preparation that rejuvenates the body and mind,
promoting healing and granting ecstasy and immortality. Though the Soma plant is described in
various ways in early Vedic texts, it recedes into myth and legend in later Hindu teachings. There
continues to be much debate in the scholarly world as to the identity of the original Soma plant, if
indeed it was an actual particular plant at all.Based upon my own research in Vedic texts going
back forty years, including thirty years of published writings,20 I do not think that Soma was ever
regarded as a single plant or species. The Vedic Soma is referred to as a type of plants and as
various plant preparations, including using milk, honey, ghee and yogurt. Soma appears to refer
to rejuvenative plants in general, not one species, and can also refer to the juice or essence of
any plant. Soma is ultimately the healing essence of all the plants and beyond that even the
essence of all healing, joy and well-being.Plant Somas do exist and their usage will be
discussed in the herbal chapters of this book. The appendix also contains an examination of the
possible identity of Vedic Soma plants in its “Search for the Original Soma Plant.” Special Soma
herbs can indeed bring about marvelous changes to our nervous and endocrine systems, if we
are prepared properly to take them. Stories of sacred and powerful herbs can be found
throughout the world and form an important component of mystical, yogic and shamanic
traditions worldwide. They are part of our inner quest.Yet the plant form or botanical aspect is
only one side of Soma symbolism and should not be taken literally. The plant also has a deeper
meaning. The Vedas speak of the universal tree, the immortal fig or banyan tree, whose
branches are below and whose root is above.21 The cosmic fig tree in the Rigveda is lauded
foremost among the plants, which are described as abounding with Soma.22 Soma is the
cosmic plant, which can be symbolized as a tree, such as we find in many mystical traditions. Yet
the cosmic plant is often regarded as a flower like the even more common lotus in Vedic thought,
or the mystic rose of European thought.This cosmic plant moreover exists inside of us. It is our
own nervous system at a physical level, which resembles a tree with various branches. In Vedic
symbolism, the spine is sometimes symbolized also as a reed or bamboo.23 This mystic plant is
also the subtle body with its system of subtle currents called nadis and energy centers called
chakras, which are symbolized by flowers or lotuses. Later Tantric Yoga texts abound in such
symbolisms and recognize an inner Soma or nectar through which bliss and immortality is
gained.Some scholars may argue that this yogic symbolism was added at a later point of time to
an earlier Vedic nature worship. However, given the deep symbolism of early ancient teachings



from the Vedas of India to the Egyptian Book of the Dead, it is clear that a spiritual and yogic
indication was part of the meaning of Soma, if not its most important implication, from the very
beginning. The Vedic chants themselves are said to be types of Somas, which is also related to
poetic or seer inspiration. Somas are not simply plants or beverages taken in the physical body,
but ecstatic experiences in meditative states, other altered states of consciousness, or even in
dreams and visions. Such an ‘inner drinking of the Soma’ is likely the real absorption of this
sacred essence that Soma implies in its Vedic symbolism as the creative power behind the
entire universe.The yogic quest for Soma is part of an inner alchemy of Self-realization, not
simply an outer seeking of intoxication or use of powerful healing plants. This Vedic ‘Soma
alchemy’ does consider the role of plants and minerals, not only as rejuvenating substances
outwardly, but also as indications of inner processes and energies of the deeper psyche. We can
compare the Vedic pursuit of Soma with how the great psychologist Carl Jung explained
medieval European alchemy, which appeared to the modern mind as little more than a confused
superstition based upon a misunderstanding of how chemicals really work but at a deeper
examination could be seen to contain a symbolism of psychological regeneration, a
sophisticated system of self-integration. It is this inner alchemy of Soma that is its real secret and
true power. To discover it we must expand our examination of Soma from a botanical level to all
aspects of life and consciousness.All our life processes yield various types of Soma, enjoyment
or vitality, whether it is eating, breathing, sensing, feeling or thinking. There is a rasa or essence
of delight in all things that we can access through a higher awareness. Life itself should be an
experience of Soma or lasting joy extending to all that we do. Soma reflects the ultimate
movement of life as it seeks unification, integration, expansion and immortality. The Vedic Soma
is part of a greater set of symbolisms than its botanical implications. Such inner types of Soma
occur throughout Vedic and Tantric teachings as mantra, pranayama, devotion and meditation.
In fact, we could say that the practice of Yoga in its classical sense, which is a pursuit of samadhi
or a lasting state of bliss, is the ultimate quest for Soma – that Yoga is the supreme science of
Soma for healing body and mind and taking us beyond all death and suffering.The Pursuit of
Soma: the Alchemy of HappinessSoma is ultimately the bliss of our own existence that we must
pursue by our very nature. We are all seeking our bliss or looking for our Soma in one form or
another. We are all striving to get high, to transcend, to experience something greater, to go
beyond, to achieve a peak experience, to gain lasting fame, to get into the zone, and so on,
seeking happiness according to many different formulas and perspectives. Behind these diverse
pursuits is an aspiration for the bliss at the core of our being that does not diminish or die, which
is lastingly satisfying and refreshing. Most of our Soma-seeking, as it were, may begin as crude
or gross, running after sensory stimulations, but we ultimately must refine our pursuit of
happiness through the higher pursuits of art, mysticism and spirituality if we wish to gain the
immortal bliss that is the real goal of our heart’s wishes. If we do not consciously search out this
eternal bliss, we will only consign ourselves to transient happiness that ends in lasting
sorrow.What provides us our happiness, bliss and Soma in life – or what we think does so –



becomes our passion, inspiration or addiction that becomes the prime focus of our striving.
Soma can be whatever exhilarates the senses, prana, mind and heart, in which all our worries
and problems are forgotten. We should choose our Somas in life carefully because once we
have become accustomed to a particular form of Soma, delight or pleasure, even if it is limited,
we will find it difficult to give up. External Somas, the pleasure that arises through the body and
the senses in particular, easily breed dependency. Only the internal Somas of the deeper mind
and heart, our deeper inspirations, are truly liberating.Look at your own life and begin to observe
the happiness, Somas, rasas or essences that you are cultivating on a daily basis. What are the
Somas or prime forms of enjoyment that you seek in your food, exercise, sensory impressions,
associations, work or spiritual practice? What are your favorite items, events or interests, and
what is it that attracts you to them? What essences are you imbibing in life from the various
flowers of experience that you visit on a daily basis? Will their honey or nectar prove sweet and
enduring, or end bitter or sour?All of our life experience is a cultivation of Soma, as it were, a
taking in of various essences that become deposited in our memory, which leave us with a
residual sense of happiness or sorrow, fulfillment or lack, success or failure. What kind of body
of Soma or inner essence of experience are we building up in life? This will reflect our karma and
destiny as well as the flow of grace within us.Once we have become aware of the pitfalls of the
outer pursuit of enjoyment or become exhausted by its limitations, the following questions arise:
Can one pursue a higher and more refined Soma that resides within oneself, so that one need
not seek happiness on the outside? What is the alchemy of our own happiness, the chemistry of
our own bliss that we need to develop? How can we reach that essence of immortality that is the
highest energization of all our potentials? After all, the pleasure and happiness that we seek
externally remains elusive, expensive, unreliable and unpredictable.Our primary outer Somas
are our sensory pleasures through taste, touch, sound, sight and smell. Most of our lives consist
of a pursuit of new or more powerful sensations, which can be gross and noisy or subtle and
refined. This sensate seeking keeps our Soma focused in the outer world where it easily
becomes lost and dispersed. We end up as consumers rather than as creators, shopping for
what we have been told we should have, rather than bringing into existence what is for the good
of all and for our own greater well-being.To evolve in consciousness and in happiness, we need
to follow a deeper search for Soma that looks to the hidden essence of life, ultimately to the
ground of Being-Consciousness-Bliss itself, what the great Yogis call Sat-Chit-Ananda. This is
the supreme Soma beyond name, form, number and action, above all desire, seeking,
imagination, gain and loss. This supreme Soma is difficult to understand but can be best
approached with an honoring of the sacred. Our inner life or spiritual quest begins when we
initiate this search for the mystic Soma.The religious pursuit of heaven is another kind of seeking
of Soma or bliss. Heaven is often described as flowing with healing waters, nectars, milk and
honey or Soma. Yet it is easier to access Soma, or the love-bliss energies of the universe, in
subtle realms of pure thought, deep feeling, and devotion beyond the physical body, through the
more refined instrument of the subtle astral body made of light and prana. Such Somas of the



heavenly worlds reflect the essence of our experience in life, particularly our good karmas and
spiritual striving, which grant us a taste of Soma after death. Yet even these subtle realms of
Soma are inferior to the bliss of pure consciousness beyond all form and should not be regarded
as the ultimate. Once we have experienced such astral Somas, we must return to physical life for
further inner growth.Soma and EnjoymentSoma at the most basic level is whatever allows us to
feel good in life, starting at an outer level of what we can call ‘outer Somas’ that include sensory
enjoyments, sexual pleasures, athletic accomplishments, monetary gains, worldly successes
and achievements of all kinds. We gain a sense of Soma or contentment from listening to music,
from being entertained, from any significant particularly unexpected gains, from social
recognition, by becoming famous, and so on. This outer pursuit of enjoyment is our main Soma
quest in life. Whatever free time or extra resources have, we use it for everything from eating
good food, to searching out the latest new equipment, seeking out new partners or friends, or
taking special vacations, in which we pursue our outer Soma.
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A Reader, “Important information. The wisdom and clarity of this book amazes me. Dr. Frawley
explains how our modern culture is detrimental with regard to living a happy and fulfilling life. He
then explains how we can go about changing ourselves. Herbs and their applications are
explained in detail. This is a powerful book for wellness, frankly the best I've read, and I've read
many. For those of us who want to evolve, for ourselves, humanity and the planet, please read
this book.”

Tokyo reader, “Soma in Yoga and Ayurveda. This book offers an in-depth overview on the
deeper dimension of Yoga and Ayurveda. The approach is practical for which I recommend
reading it if you want to get insights on how to improve your life. The author makes a case for
change beyond the obvious and superficial. It keeps pounding on the need to look within and
emphasizes how externalized our lives have become with the endless distractions we have at
our disposal. We look outside for what we can only find within. The Soma concept is therefore
and internal one... the source of bliss comes from turning our attention and intention within.
There is a lot of useful information in these pages... enough to allow one to make healthy
adjustments to increase vitality, longevity and quality of life... but most importantly, it (repeatedly)
gets the message across to consciously elevate whatever yogic practice you do to a more
profound and spiritual level.I thank the author for the consistency of the message.”

LAVERN DE WILDE, “Ayurveda, Healing, Health, Longevity, Wellness, Medical Astrology, Yoga,
Spiritual Sanskrit Definitions. The greater understanding of Soma, "The Nectar" in its various
states which influences one's personal health and the process and journey of attaining greater
personal health and bliss is the essence of one's greater health and happiness. Dr. Frawley
presents a concise methodology and elements to assist one with the greater understanding of
the process and journey of attaining personal rejuvenation and greater longevity. Through the
definitions and applications of the yoga of natural beverages, foods, herbs, plants,
aromatherapy, breath, sound, energy conservation, and other elements, in the practice of the
yoga of Ayurvedic science, one heals oneself through greater knowledge and understanding
available to personally practice. This is a text is best utilized by focused concentrated study and
application either individually or along with Dr. Frawley's other publications.”

Books n' music fan, “Another brilliant book by Frawley. David Frawley always manages to
elucidate on topics woefully overlooked by the rest of the yoga community. Here he explains the
many sides of the complex concept of Soma, once thought a specific plant with magical
properties and according to him, actually a process that we arrive at internally.”

Savitri, “Practical. What I love about this book that it offers practical approach to life enjoyment
( Soma ) , with tips on spiritual diet and practice . If You expect some secret herbal potions



presented as Soma You will be nicely surprised it is not. Once again Dr David Frawley offers well
research subject.”

oluoifade, “Great Book. It is no surprise that David Frawley continues to write great books..”

BK, “You Will Love This Book. One of the best Yoga books i have ever read and re-read and re-
read. Bookd marked to death chock full of information. Would highly recommend If you're
interested in advancing your spiritual Yoga practice”

Ebook Library Reader, “Love this book. Really like the soma of nature.will read this book over
and over. Each time a new realization.I advise all seekers to read this.”

T. Dervish, “Great piece of work. In depth explanation of both the physical and symbolic origins
of the concept of Soma.Frawley refers to specific passages from the Rig Veda so you know
exactly what his interpretations are based on.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. great book”

Rinchen Yudron, “Five Stars. Recommending to my friends!”

Jacquie, “Excellent book. I have nearly all of Dr Frawley books as I have been his student since
2007, this book like the others is great, I really like it and tops one of my fav of his”

MG, “Five Stars. Good book. Love Dr. Frawley's style of writing and ofcourse his wealth of
information!”

The book by David Frawley has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 75 people have provided feedback.
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